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More HIV from gay sex in China
na among illegal drug users ethnic
for World AIDS Day yesterday that minorities sex workers and through
homosexual transmission of the dis
unsanitary blood transfusions But in
ease was gaining pace and called for
health authorities nationwide to step recent years transmission avenues
have expanded out from those tradi
up prevention work
The statement by the Health Min tionally high risk groups
The AIDS epidemic has already
istry came a day after President Hu
Jintao called on the people not to dis spread from high risk groups to ordi
nary people dangerous elements of
criminate against those with HIV
BEIJING China warned in a notice

Sexual contact continues to be the

ADS transmission are present ev

The ministry has estimated that up
to 740 000 people in China live with
HIV many of whom experience high
levels of stigma and discrimination a
situation Hu addressed at an AIDS

awareness activity here on Monday
We welcome the positive attitude

ofChinese leaders in the fight against
AIDS said prominent AIDS activist
Wan Yanhai who is director of the

erywhere the ministry said and AIDS Action Project
main channel of transmission with the
But we would like to see the gov
urged stepped up education efforts
speed of homosexual transmission on safe sex and use of condoms
ernment open up to all non govern
clearly increasing the ministry said
By the end of October China had mental organisations As our activi
This is a new situation that we
ties are still being restricted we are
319 877 registered cases of HIV unable to raise funds from inside Chi
need to pay attention to
China has not been hit as hard by AIDS including 48 000 new cases na and we are still subject to police
this year while nearly 50 000 people surveillance
HIV AIDS as many other nations
—
The disease first gained hold in Chi have died ofAIDS the ministry said

